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Big Dance After Hf-Jinx In Loyola Auditorium
MOMTAN,
STATE UNIVERSTY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA
A IM IH
FRIDAY, JANUARY 27, '1928 VOLUME XXVII. NUMBER 29.
Razz Fest Opens Tomorrow Night
DANCE AT LOYOLA 
FOLLOWS HI-JINX
DURANT A PPEA R S FRATERNITY MEN GIVE 
TICKET SALE TUESDAY EVENING! ^  ^ANCE TONIGHT
Will Speak on Choosing Life 
Career; 10 o’Clocks 
Will Be Excused
Classes will be excused ■ Monday 
morning at 10 o'clock for the general 
convocation at which Prof. William 
M. Proctor of Stanford University 
will speak on the subject, “Are there 
any Specific and Dependable Counsels 
in Choosing a. Life Career?”
Professor Proctor will hold office 
hours in the Correspondence Study 
room in Main ̂ all from 1:30 to 3:30 
o’clock and will speak Again informal­
ly, in the auditorium at 3:30.
Consifltation Hours Planned 
The* consultation hours are plan­
ned for all University students, par­
ticularly for Seniors and students 
having quest ions about various voca­
tions and possibilities. The informal 
dis&issidk at 3:30 is planned so that 
students, as a group, can join with 
Professor Proctor in discussing ques­
tions sf general interest.
Professor Proctor is head of .the 
department of Teacher Training, in, 
the School of Education at Stanford | 
university, and is an authority on I 
educational and vocational guidance 
as well as upon educational adminis­
tration. His books cover both fields. 
His speaking engagements in the 
northwest include the Vocational 
Congress at Bozeman, State Normal 
School, Cheney, Washington and the 
University of Oregon.
Crumbaker to Teach 
Survey of Economics
Bear Paws and Tanans Will Give 
Annual Dance February 3 
at Elite Halt
Prof. Calvin Crumbaker made the 
announcement today that the course 
in Survey of Economics which was 
scheduled for 9 o’clock in the spring 
quarter, has been changed to 8 o'clock.
In speaking of this course Profes­
sor Crumbaker said, “This is an ideal 
Course for students who wish to take 
some economics but do not wish to 
major in the department, there are 
almost no technicalities such as 
are found in the regular course of 
economics 14.” This course was 
originally, intended for majors 
other departments. However, it 
open to anyone with sophomore stand 
ing who wishes to enroll. I t  will not ’ Harriet Rankin 
be counted toward a major in econo­
mics but can be used as a pre­
requisite for Economics 14b. Mr.
Crumbaker will have charge of the 
class.
Tickets will be on sale next Tues­
day and Wednesday in Main ball by 
members of the women’s sophomore 
honorary for the annual Bear Paw- 
Tanan dance to be held February 2, 
a t the Elite hall. Sheridan's orchestra 
will furnish music for dancing from 
9 to 12 o'clock.
The dance will be very informal 
with many carnival features according 
to Hank Miller, chief grizzly of the 
Bear Paws.
A special ceremony will be used 
in the tapping of one new Bear Paw 
to fill the vacancy left last quarter.
There will be sixteen dances with 
no extras.
Chaperones for the dance will be 
of I Dean and Mrs. R .C. Line, Dean and 
is Mrs. R. H. Jesse, Dean and Mrs. T. 
iC. Spaulding, Mrs. F. K. Turner and 
Sedman, dean of
Sheridan’s Big 10 Will Furnish 
Students Who Desire Credit Music; Freshmen Wear
on Season Tickets • | No Tuxedos
May Obtain I t  I_______
Greek lettermen on this campus 
Ticket sales for the lecture series I give their annual formal dance
to be given in the high school auditor­
ium indicate that a large number of 
students will attend, according to -N. 
B. Beck, in charge of the drive. Dr. 
Will Durant, the first lecturer will 
appear Monday night. His topic has 
been announced as “Is Progress a 
Delusion?”
Commenting on the student ticket 
sales, one member of the [group spon­
soring the lectures said that any stu­
dents - who wish tickets on deferred 
payments may obtain all the credit 
they desire. The lectures are said to 
be of high quality, and those in charge 
would like to see as many as pos­
sible turn out for the entire series. 1
tonight at the Winter Garden. Mem­
bers of Interfraternity council met 
Wednesday evening at the Phi Sigma 
Kappa house and made final arrange­
ments for the ball.
The committee in. charge of the 
dance, composed of.Buck Merrill, Sid 
McCarthy and Don Blakeslee, made 
plans to charter a street car which 
will leave the University at S:50 p. 
m. and will make the return trip from 
the Winter Garden at 12:05 o’clo.k. 
Street car service will be free of 
charge.
There will be 14 straight dances, 
land Sheridan's Big 10 will furnish 
the music for the ball. I t  has been
Students Must Have ASUM  
Tickets for Mixer
Sheridan’s Band Will Play for the Show and 
Dance; Six Full Acts and 19 Skits 
Planned for Feature Event
Promptly at S o'clock Saturday eve­
ning, the Wilma theater curtain will 
be raised and the 1928 Hi-Jinx show 
will be on. Those who are in charge 
of the production promise that it will
effect that Ili-Jinx is traditionally a 
no-date affair, the men and women 
are buying seats in group lots. 
Sheridans’ Opens It 
Sheridan's 10 piece band will stage
Dates for the series, as announced arranged to have feature dances excel all other efforts of former a high class skit that will be pre­
in -previous Kalinins, are as follows: | given by members of a dancing school | years.
Will Durant, Jan. 30;, Floyd Dell,
March 12; John Erskine, April 6; andwomen.
The committee in charge of the | Joseph Zellner, second week in April, j will spring 
dance is composed of Unarose Flan
of Missoula.
The committee in charge of the ball |
| j  |  [ sented as the curtain v raises for tho 
Twenty-five Acts I main show. Following this opening
The directors of the show are plan- number the female chords consisting
OICE CLASS GIVES 
PLAY OVER. RADIO
Jewish Engineers Do 
Penance; Drag 30 lbs.
nery, Ruth Lncklen. Eleanore Keefe. 
Louise Lubreclit, Kenneth Downs, 
Charles Dill. Walter Reiner, Foy 
Priest, and George Woodworth.
SPANISH CLUB WILL MEET
Three-hundred - and 
of files from the morgue 
Journalism shack are being carried 
about the campus this week. Sounds 
like.a lot of newspapers, doesn’t  it? 
Well it is, just ask one of the eleven 
pledges of Alpha Kappa Psi, men's 
| national business administration fra-
Members of the Spanish club will 
meet Wednesday, Jan. 31, in Room 
thirty pounds 1202 of Craig hall. B. E. Thomas, as- 
of the | sociate professor o f Foreign 
Languages, will talk on “Mexican 
Schools.”
“Danger” a play by Richard Hughes 
written especially for the radio was . 
broadcast as part of the program at ternity, and he'll tell you so. 
the annual banquet of the Missoula | Bach pledge of the fraternity who
chamber of commerce held at the 
Florence hotel last night.
Harry Hooser, Marian Hall, and 
Wilbur Jurden, members of the class 
in voice training under the direction 
of William Angus were heard in this 
play, “Danger” will be presented 
again the evening of Feb. 1 with two 
oilier one-act plays, “Riders to the 
Sea” and “The Dear Departed.”
E
TWO ONE-AGT PLAYS
is to be initiated next Thursday was 
required to carry to each of his 
classes during the week a bound vol­
ume of Anaconda Standards, each 
volume weighing approximately thirty 
pounds. Not only this but each one 
of the “Jewish engineers” is re­
quired to carry a pencil behind his 
ear at all times during the week.
State College Plans 
to Publish Magazine
Eurodelphian, literary society at 
Montana State College, is planning to 
publish a magazine similar to the 
ones published at many institutions. 
The subject matter will consist of 
short stories, plays, poems, jokes and 
cartoons. The plans arc to make this 
magazine representative of the Mon­
tana school, especially, and everyone 
on the campus will be asked to con­
tribute material for it. Committees 
have been appointed and work will 
begin at once. If the first issue is 
received satisfactorily the magazine 
will be published quarterly.
“The Groove” by George Middleton 
and “Cabbages” by Edward Staadt 
lias been chosen by William Angus, 
director of dramatics as the second 
of a series of one-act plays to be 
presented by the Masquers. A tenta­
tive date, Feb. 15, has been set for 
these plays.
“The Groove” deals with the sacri­
fice an older sister has to make to 
Insure the happiness of a younger 
sister. Lillian Bell will take the part 
-of the older sister and Rhen.Traver 
that of the younger. “Cabbages” por­
trays the anxious efforts of a Ger­
man family to break into society, 
when an oil well on the old farm 
begins to spotit at the rate of a thou­
sand dollars a minute. According to 
Mr. Angus the cast for this play has | Homes Country Life club, 
not as yet been definitely chosen. I Entertainment was in the forn\ of
George Middleton is well know as I musical selections. A program, of 
the writer of numerous successful toasts was also given. N. R. Mar- 
one-act plays inclnding “Embers” and j shall of Orchard Homes acted as 
“Madonna.” In collaboration with Guy j toastmaster. Dr. X. J. Lennes, Frank 
Bolton he has written several Broad-
SENTINEL CONTRACT
FO RESTRY  BALL 
T I C K E T  S A L E  
STA R T S TODAY
DECORATIONS WILL BE 
WORKED ON NEW PLAN
a surprise on the at- ning on having the acts run off with I of prominent football and track stars 
j tending Greeks, in the form of—Well the speed of n professional road show, will -appear. This chorus will appear 
Wait and See, but the surprise will In planning the production six main often throughout
make for added pep and joy.
Dean Gillespie states that all fresli- 
j men attending the dance are barred 
from wearing tuxedos. All Greek 
j lettermen whose chapters are not re- 
I presented on this campus arc cordial­
ly invited to attend the dance.
oughout the entire show.
acts have been specialized and these I Spys to Get Theirs
are to be enhanced by 18 three-quar- J The committee in charge, after 
ter stage skits, that have, according giving the matter due consideration, 
to those who have seen them, taken has come to the conclusion that it 
on tlie appearance of being handled would be very -unfair not to give the 
by professional talent. J co-eds, who made their unrevised copy
At 5 o’clock yesterday evening the . the common talk of the campus, some
Chaperones for the dance are house was sold out, giving jinjndica- I pqpishmcnt. With this in mind they 
President and Mrs. Charles II. Clapp, 1 tion of the popularity of the show, have scheduled a special act in which
Dr. and Mrs. R. II. Jesse, Prof, and | Special sections on the main floor they will be involved. Besides the
Mrs. J. E. Miller, and Mrs. H arriet! numbering some 240 seats, which had special act several others have been
been reserved for the co-eds were entirely revised and the leading roles
also sold out. Closely following the in many cases will be taken by the
women’s rush for choice seats came “Hot Air” press agents who will have
the fraternity men on the campus lines that reveal choice scandal about 
with lists of 40 members or more themselveg that was thought unfit for
Rankin Sedman.»
Five Loads of Pine and Fir 
Will Be Used to Work Out 
“The Forester’s Dream of 
Heaven”,
desiring block sections for their 
spcctive groups.
The committee in charge of the 
seat sales stated that the interest 
shown by the Missoula show fans
Contracts for the printing of the 
1928 “Sentinel” have been let to the 
Missoulian Publishing company, ac­
cording to William Hagerty, publicity 
manager of the year book.
Some of the proofs have already 
been received from the engravers and 
advertising copy is coming in fast. 
This year’s “Sentinel” will contain 
about twenty more pages than last 
year’s book.
the original manuscript.
Dane* Afterwards 
Immediately following the show the 
annual Ili-Jinx dance will take place 
at the Loyola auditorium. Sheridan's 
band has been secured by the dance 
committee to furnish the music. All 
students who are planning to attend
DRUJDS HOLD BUSINESS
AND SOCIAL MEETINGS
Among the new -books that will be "*as entirely unexpected. Telephone 
placed on the library shelves is the cnlls requesting reserved seats began 
Tickets went on sale today for the | second volume of “Joseph Conrad, com*nS *n Tuesday before the sale 
Forestry Ball, which will take place {Life and Letters” by G. Jean-Aubrv. s â^ e(  ̂ and continued until Thursday I the dance must have their ASUM tic 
Febt 17. According to Lou Vierlius, j This volume deals with the life of n,*sht when it was found that all 
who is chairman of this years For- the famous writer between 1905 and I 8Cat8 were s°Td. Committee members 
ester’s Ball, the advance sale is very the time of his death in 1924. I t  was
successful and it looks like a sell out (Turing this time that Conrad wrote
Druids, local honorary Forestry 
organization, met last night in the 
Forestry school to discuss business.
for the dance. The tickets can be 
secured at the Student’s Store* and 
there will be a member of the For­
estry school to take care of Che ticket 
sale at the various fraternity houses.
Changes in Decorations 
There will be a few changes in
expressed their gratification upon 
seeing that, although no previous an­
nouncement had been made to thesome of his well known books such 
as “Chance,” “Victory,” “.The Sha- • '
dow Line.- “The Hescue.” and The RQTC Students to See 
Kovel.
Walter T. Spencer’s “Forty Years 
in My Bookshop” will also b$ at the 
loan desk soon. An introduction by
kets with them to be presented at the 
door. Adequate transportation facili­
ties both by street car and bus will 
be on hand to take the crowd from 
the dance back to the campus.
Special War Pictures
decorations for this years dance, said J Thomas Blount describes this famous 
Vierhus. It is planned to elaborate bookshop at 27 New Oxford street.
on the “Forester’s Dream of Heaven”
Following the business meeting, the though the rest of the decorations 
members adjourned to the home of will be ^similar to that of past For-
Prof. Irwin Cook, where he told of 
i his recent trip to California.
LAWYERS WILL HOLD 
SMOKER FEBRUARY
Students of the Law* school will 
hold a smoker Feb. 7, according to 
Tommy Higgins, president of the Law 
School Students' association. Pres!-1in Forestry at Montana during 1925
estry Balls.
Next Saturday the tree and bough 
committee under the supervision of 
Don Nelson will journey to Hay's 
creek to secure cedar boughs. Last 
Saturday the committee secured five 
loads of pine and fire trees.
Dh C. A. Schenck of Darmstadt, 
Germany, who was a special lecturer
“A Collection of the Letters of 
Thackeray,” published by Scribners, 
“America” by Hendrik Van Loon, and 
“A Deputy Was King” by G. B. 
Stearns have also been received.
MORONI OLSEN GAYS 
FLAY IS IMPORTANT
The piny is more important thnn 
war. Monday afternoon at 3 o’clock, I the actor, believes Moroni Olsen, who
Sophomore students in military 
science will be shown a special set of I 
motion pictures on the activities of I 
the American dough boy in the World
W. A, FRASER SPEAKS 
TO MARKETING CLASS
ROTARY ENTERTAINS 0- H. Clapp has been invited, and
MISSOULA TEACHERS | This is. the second all-law school
j function of the year. The first .was 
the Barristers’ ball, held last quarter.All men teachers, including those 
at the University, the high school, and 
the grade schools of the city, were 
guests of the Rotary club at a din­
ner Wednesday night at the Orchard
W. Avon Fraser, who graduated 
I from the School of Business Admin­
istration here in 1924 gave a talk 
Wednesday to the students of Prof. 
Robert Line’s two o'clock class in 
marketing. The subject of Mr. 
Fraser's lecture was “Marketing Op­
portunities for Graduates of Schools 
complimentary tickets will ba an- 0f Business Administration.”
I in the Forestry library.
Tlie pictures were sent here at the 
request of Major F. W. Milburn, head 
i of the Military Science department, 
from the Ninth Corps Area head­
quarters at San Francisco. They are 
j the official pictures by the army 
signal corps daring the war.
I himself selects the dramas they pro- 
I ducc. Sometimes he is two or three 
months deciding his repertoire for the 
i season. Whatever he chooses must in 
his estimation, hold popular appeal 
'plus literary.value.
“I  have found, he states, “that the 
I public appreciates plays which have
aqd 1926, will be mailed a bid to this 
year’s balL Dr. Schenck is cone of the 
noted foresters of the world.
The list of those who will receive
Five reels of films will be shown,.... , , ,
. . . . . .  .. . „ . . .  . i literary worth. They are growing tiredpicturing the troops on their way to R ^
France, in France, a t the front, go­
ing over the top. the army of occupa­
tion, and homeward bound.
future date of the
KU.OM BROADCASTS
nonneed in n 
Kaimin.
Next Wednesday evening the For- 
CHAMBER BANQUET j esters will have their regular ineet-
--------------  ling to further discuss plans for the \e BENCH CLUB MEETS
Mr. Fraser is on his way to Lin- 
| coin. Neb., where he has taken a 
I position with an insurance company.
ball.
BE CHOSEN FOR AREA 
FINAL RIFLE MATCH
way successes such as “Polly With a 
Past” and “Adam and Eve.”
“Cabbages” by Edward Standt is 
r,umbered among the Playshop Plays 
n( Northwestern university. Mr. 
Staadt is at the present director of 
dramatics at the University of Minne­
sota.
Alice Johnson and Mildred Gullidge 
are to direct these plays under the 
supervision of Mr. Angus.
Radio station KUOM, broadcasted
the Missoula chamber of comerce an- { • ■ ■ ——-— ---------
nual banquet program, Thursday eve- i E IE T E E N  MEN WIT L 
ning, Jan. 26 at the Florence hotel.
A feature of the evening's program 
Kelly of Misosuln high school, Dr. R. j was the radio play, “A Comedy of 
IL Nelson of the city school board. Dangers” by Richard Hughes. pro- 
Rev. Father D. P. Mead, and Mr. j duced by the Montana Masquers. This
Carpenter, state Game and Fish com- j ** the first time that KUOM has 
uussioner, were speakers. One hun- 1  broadcast a radio, play, 
dred fifty were present at the dinner. The use of the Mountain States I rifle gallery this evening. Fifty names
—--- ---------   j Telephone company wires made the will be posted and of these, 15 will
THREE STUDENTS TAKE I transmitting easier and facilitated the t be chosen to represent Montana in
SENIOR QUIZZES SOON j broadcasting at the hotel, according! the Ninth Corps Area rifle match.
■ ■ ■ I to those in charge. I Those who competed and are not
THURSDAY EVENING
Members of the French club will 
meet next Thursday evening in Miss 
Kathleen Monro's studio in Main hall. 
I The place of meeting may be changed 
Results of the preliminary shoot- j and if so, further notice will appear 
ing for places on the rifle team wiH 1 in the next issue of the Kaimin.
be posted on the bulletin board in the
Louis Ehrfcch Returns
_____ ________________ __
lish department will take the senior j be given next week.
examination which will be given Feb. | . ,  .. —-—
Three senior students in the Eng- { The regular Thursday program will on the list are requested to report
(to their regular sections in military
Louis Ehrlich. *26, has recently i<- 
iurned from Denver. He will take a 
position in jhe Family Drug stcie in 
Butte.
1, according to H. G. Merriam, chair­
man of the department. The students 
who are candidates for degrees at 
the end of the winter quarter are 
Dorothy Norton, Bea Forkenbrock 
and Dorothy Johnson Peterkin.
Manages Store
science Monday.
Mildred Ammer,- secretary of tlie 
club, [announces that the program 
committee will meet at 4 o'clock to­
day, Room 10, Law building. The fol­
lowing members are oof the committee 
to prepare the program:
Mary Brennan, Dorothy Brown. 
Margaret Durkin, Dorothy Elling- 
bouse. Anne Foirder, Pauline Grafton 
and George LeRoux.
JUNIORS TO WEAR 
TRI-COLORED COATS
Maroon blanket coats trimmed with 
silver and gold were chosen as class 
garb by members of the Junior class 
at u meeting in Main ball Wednesday 
afternoon. The numerals “29”, will 
appear on the left pocket.
Class members who desire these 
coats should order them at the Sport 
Shop now, according to John Rankin, 
president of the'class. Girls will be 
specially fitted for sleeve length.
The coats will cost $6.50. All 
orders will require a deposit of $2,50.
AUTHORS’ “ WHO’S WHO” 
LISTS DR. N. J. LENNES
I of the ‘Abie’s Irish Rose’ sort of 
stuff. They want something with a 
philosophy perhaps, or at least with 
artistry in its lines.”
The present cast, of the Moroni 
Olsen players is practically the same 
as when they organized five years 
ago. It is by retaining the same mem­
bers that he hopes to develop a supe­
rior company.
Their circuit covers Colorado, Wyo­
ming. Montana. Idaho, Washington, 
Oregon and Utah, and this year they 
are entering California and Nevada.
In bringing “The Detour” by Owen 
Davis to Missoula at the liberty 
theater on Feb. 6, the company is
full-, ideal^  within it;__
worth while plays 
manner and local 
not miss this opportunity
of presenting 
n a worth while 
playgoers should
Withdraws from School
“Scott/” McMillan, former phar­
macy student, has recently been ap-
Absoat from 
Lacken was
School
absent
Dr. X. J. Leones, professor of 
Mathematics, has the distinction o i 
being listed in “Who's Who Among 
I North American Authors.” The book 
J deals solely with authors and writers. 
( Mr. Lennes is nationally recognized 
from ! in the field of mathematics, and is
of seeing 
this truthful, very human play of life 
on a Long Island farm.
AIR PUMP INSTALLED
IN PHYSICS LABORATORY
An air pressure pump to be used 
by the class in glass blowing, has 
been installed In the physics labora­
tory, by Edward Little, assistant 
professor of Physics. The pump isRay Veseth withdrew from school | Ruth
pointed manager of the new Colbert I the first of the week to return to his school the first of the week because I the author of several text books now | driven by a water motor and will be
Drug Co., store in Butte. home at Malta. illness. in use in high schools and colleges, a help to the glass Mowers.
•  • Dr. W ill Durant Lectures M onday Night in High School Auditorium •  •
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square with them and insure the produc­
tion for next year.
u Bull”
T
HE only real all-American all-col­
legiate custom is the “ bull” session.
It has been said that if three Amer
ican college men were cast alone on a des­
ert isle their first act would be to organize 
a fraternity with Greek letters and elect its 
officers. Our guess is that they would have
to interrupt the “ bull” session at least
Hi-Jinx Tomorrow
three times before they got these tasks 
accomplished . A college man has yet to 
be too busy to cast the “ bull”.
When college women “ session,” they 
“ cat”—no good in that. When men 
•'1 bull,’ 9 they discuss every question that 
happens to come into anyone’s head. No 
man claims to be egotistical but every one 
entered in any session is sure to have at 
least one idea on any subject on earth.
Maybe ’Tis
? ? ? ? ? .
May be Taint!
their statements about the peaceful 
intentions of the United States in 
foreign affairs.
—University Daily Kansan.
IN VINO, VERITAS, IN HISTORY 
BOOKS??
Chicago Cop—What've 
jthat car?
Gangster—'Nothin* but 
ficer.
Cop—I  beg your pardon, I thought 
it might be history books.
—Wooster Voice.
you got in 
•booze of-
FltOM THE DEPTHS 
First brilliant student: “How d\ff 
you duck through the grade point 
wave last quarter?”
Second b. s.: “Oh, nozzo glide. I ’m 
down to C-levef again.’*
Bull” sessions are rarely debates—no
BREATHES THERE THE MAN 
WITI-I SOUL SO DEAD WHO 
NEVER TO HIMSELF HATH 
SAID, “I  AM AN AVERAGE 
COLLEGE MAN.”
It hasn’t happened yet, to Woozle 
Bird’s notice, but we are waiting with
baited breath . (“Baited with what?” | ? ut there is one type 
you ask. Do' be quiet!) for an an-1 Who gets me down 
nouncement from some aspiring city 
editor or college group to the effect
HOMESICK CO-EDS 
In a few years 
On the campus 
You meet so 
Many types of girl.
There’s the co-ed 
Who’s a good sport 
I And gets by large.
Then, there’s her double 
Who just doesn’t rate 
The dates and we say 
It’s because she hasn’t 
Got “IT.”
When the curtain rose and the 
lights were dimmed, the giggling in 
the audience was stilled. As the show 
progressed, the strongest female tong 
giggled and laughed politely, waiting, 
waiting for the big skit that would 
put themselves and their pledge on the 
map in red ink. They waited, and 
waited and waited, and indeed, little 
friends of radioland, they waited all 
evening until the show was closed. 
But nil in vain. Can ynh feature it in
seven reels, they didn’t even MEN­
TION her name?
Needless to say, the pledge but­
ton of the most popular freshman 
femme was “lifted” immediately after 
the next meeting of the chapter.
MORAL: What price notoriety?
Ine: “Thish punsh ish getting
awful queer.”
Briated: “Well, why don’t you stop 
dipping your cup into the gold fish 
bowl?”
I-JINX will be given tomorrow night
Ther H  for the first time since 1924.
** ■ D6ans’ Council has reinstated this
old tradition on probation. It is now up 
to the students themselves to determine 
whether or hqt Hi-Jinx remains a tradi­
tion or becomes a memory.
The committee in charge is responsible 
for the general character of the produc­
tion. The members have expressed the be­
lief that the conduct of the student body, 
tomorrow night, will be above condemna­
tion. The managers have reserved the 
right to ring down the curtain at any time 
the audience becomes unruly or the players 
in the cast insert lines that are not in the 
manuscript.. This would mean the end of 
the 1928 Hi-Jinx as well as those to follow.
Following the show the annual mixer 
will be held in the Loyola auditorium. Here 
again the success of Hi-Jinx depends upon 
the actions of the students.
The Deans - Council has played square in 
allowing the show to be staged. Let’s play
one ever gets time to say all he thinks 
about a subject. The subjects are never 
deliberately entered upon—it is amazing 
from what peculiar places they.will spring.
What is the point of all this? Just this 
—a*college man receives his formal educa­
tion in the classroom; he picks up his in­
formal education from the most peculiar 
places, and chief of these is the session he 
loves. Man is one of the most stubborn of 
animals, for he will never admit defeat or 
a changed opinion. Nevertheless, most 
men’s opinions are based on the argu­
ments they have heard in sessions. Though 
they do not admit it at the time, the par­
ticipants in a session assimilate and re­
vamp for their own use the ideas they have 
heard expressed in that session. A mind 
insists on growth of some sort. The chan­
nels into which it is thus guided are not 
bad.
Great stuff, these bull sessions. W e’re 
all for them. Drop in again some time.— 
Silver and Gold.
Bateman, Jemima .......
Fierce, Mary Elnorc .. 
Ha ini in, Kathleen O. .. 
Kortes, Vienna Lydia ..
Maddock, Helen J ........
Miller, William D .-----
Pederson, Rosemond A 
Petrenehak, Daniel B.
One hundred forly-cight names | Schotte, George B.......
appear on the University honor roll I Smith, Russell E. __
for the fall quarter. Of these, 59 are ! 
men and 89 are women. William C.
Orr III, a graduate of Beaverhead 
County high school, Dillon, leads the Watters, Violet M. . 
list with a total of 59 grade points.
Elizabeth Barto is second on* the list
.37
.37
.37
.37
.37
.37
Stoner. Muriel A...................... _...37
Taylor, Isabelle Lenore ....
Vcnnekolt. Wallace Henry
....37
....37
with 53 grade points.
Students who made 'J 
grade points last quarter 
lows:
Orr, William C. I l l  .......
Barto, Elizabeth 
Mali is ted t, Edith 
Ammer, Mildred 
Campbell, May ...
3 or more 
are as fol-
59
Wilson, Gladys V.......... .
Aver ill, Clarence C. 
Batson. Florence Mabel 
Blumenthal, Eva line E.
Brown, Mary Irene*...... .
Bruner, Temple Alfred 
Chapman, Faye Louise
.37
.36
.30
.36
.30.
.36
.36
REVIEWS
_53 • Cripps, Sevcrena (Mrty)TtT."7.... 0(1 .....ou
i II..................__53 j Dickson. Muriel L......'..... .....36
Frances ....... ....52 i Qal ion, Margaret J a n e ..... ...... .....36
....52 j Johnston, Roger L................... ......36
3dward ........... ..51 j Leavitt, Roswell .................... .....36
....50 1 Mason. Charles N................... .....36Brennan, Mary
Davis, Kenneth P ickett___
Young, Robert T. J r ............
Gaunaway, Ruth C................
Behner, Ruth Helen .............
DeHavcu, Esther N. ...........
Ironside, Fred Armstrong Ji
Long, Franklin Asbury ...... -
.Mann, James W.................... -
Evanko, John ......................
Brewer, Leonard Wm.L........ .
Dobrovolny, Mary M..............
Heinsch. Marguerite J. ------
Tasli, Mildred Ardis ........... .
Erickson, C. Sylvia..............-
Emerson, John L. ...... .........
Henriclisen, Josephine Mary.......44
Hertz, Edwin Theodore...............44
Sullivan, John Thomas.................44
..... 50
.....50
__ 49
.....48*4
.....48
.....48
......48
.....48
:....47
.....465/4
.....46
.....46
.....46
.....45
.....44
43
43
43
43
43
43
42
42
42
42
42
41
41
41
Baty, Joseph Alonzo --------
Bell. Lillian B. ___i.............
Dunn, Cecil G -.......... - ..........
Phelps. Vera Vern ...............
Wedura. Bertha* Ann -----
Zinser, Alfrieda "Hannah .....
Castle. Alathea B.................
Haugen, Ethel T hyra ............
Nelson, Edna Louise...........
Szcch, Adolph ..............—-...
Whitaker, R e x ......................
Aslanian, Melanie Ophelia ....
Davenport, Mary Louise.....
EUis, Imogene E. ................
Hancock. Alice Passano............. 41
McCollum, Fay?, .......................   41
Ralph. M u r i e l ..................... 41
Smith, Sylvester R .........- ............ 41
Traver, Rhea Viola...........— ..... 41
Herring, Charles Tom  - ..... 40
Imlny, Ralph Willerd .................. 40
Sylten, Harold J .......................... 40
Thompson, Neva May .................40
Allan, Arnold Alphonso..............39
Brown, Clara Isabel...... ..............39
Donaldson, June A. ................39
Gelhous, Ruth B ernita................-39
Harvey. Arthur D 'Arcy......— —.39
Hay, Zelma M arie........................ 39
Mahrt. Mary C. (Mrs.) .............39
Sherich. Joseph V........ - ...... - ..... 39
Skeels, Dorr Covell .................... 39
Torrance, Katherine B. — ......... 39
Bird, Olive ___! _ ........ ........ 38*
, Maury. Lydia L....................
i Nicholson, 'Catherine Joan ..
j Reynolds. Kathryn A .,.........
Shuck. Gladys M ary.............
! Wallace, Lloyd O ......... ........
Werner, Charles Orville —
i White, Gertrude ...................
i Williams, Thelma M..............
j Rischoff, Beruice F. (Mrs.)..
Castle. Helen............3...........
Christian. James S..............
j Flock, Kestcr D orris...........
jOarlington, Jamesbert <’......
Hobbs, H arlan .....................
Lasater, Oliver W.................
iM'Clernan, Henry ...............
Mahlstedt, F reda...................
! Speer, Lucille E .....................
I Hannes, Inez ......................
j Wngar, Nellie M. ................ -
Cowan, M. Virginia .............
I Rosa neon, Albert P ...............
1 BischofF. Paul A....................-
Draper, Dorothy O............... .
Johnson. Claude A.................
j McDonald. Lucille.................
| McKenzie, Elizabeth Alice....
Peterkin, Dorothy. (Mrs.) ....
| Pritchett, Walter C.............. -
Sanders, Ester Mary (Mrs.).
I Sharp, S. M argaret.......... —
j Tamm. Edward Allen .......
Thomas. Stewart Jam es........
jZcigler, Lois A nne................
Adams, George Crawford ....
Besscy, Otto A........................
! Bien, Virginia ........................
I Rrutto, F rancis----—........... -
Butchart, Marian ..................
I Carey, Emmett E a r l ..............
Elliott, Mary Emily.......... —
Engeset, Merle A. ............ ....
Erickson, Frances Norm a....
Griffith, Frank S...................
.36
.36
M
.36
.36
.36
.36
.36
..50
.35
;35
..35
.35
.35
..35
.35
-34%
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.34
.33
.33
.33
33
.33
.33
.33
.33
.33
.33
“The Sins of the Fathers.”
By Felix Hoflaender.
$2.50
Payson and Clark, Ltd.
Calculated for American consump­
tion, the German novel, “Der Eid des 
Stefen I fuller,*’ has been rechristened 
by the translator “The Sins of the 
Fatliers”—as fitting a title, perhaps, 
as “Hester Steps Out” for Haw­
thorne’s “The-Scarlet Letter,” were 
it translated into French.
To one who has seen the German 
film “Variety,” directed by Maurice 
Dupont and produced by U. F. A., 
“The Sins of the : Fathers” is a 
familiar theme. It is possible, one con­
cludes, that “Variety’s” popularity in 
this country is accountable* for the 
appearance of Ilollaender’s novel in 
English, which is not an unfavorable 
conclusion to draw. -
Depending upon mechanical and 
heavy allegories, the book wades into 
an almost incomprehensible state of 
intricacy in its last chapters, which 
1 is t.vpical of German art, and which 
j is confusing to the American; its 
weak qualities, however, end with this 
fault. Love, marriage, adultery and its 
results are the problems with which 
the book concerns itself; such issues 
cobid not fail to attract a public on 
this side' of the Atlantic, and it is 
surprising, too, to learn that the 
novel’s diction is clear and lyric, 
achieving a beauty, often, which would 
annoy the superior American novel­
ists. To follow the book’s own phrase 
j—in passages “it is so beautiful that 
one ceases to think, and begins to 
dream.”
E. N. M.
that the AVERAGE college man has Drags, around and
More than any other.
"—When the week-end
been unearthed.
Can’t you just see it? First a story 
in the school paper, and then the 
news would get around, us news will, 
and first thing y’know, you’d be read­
ing in The Kaimin, the Denver Post, 
lhe New York Times and the Police 
Gazette, all about the AVERAGE 
college man.
Mayor Walker would be late as 
usual to greet bis arrival in New York 
City, where our hero would be handed 
the keys to the city and a 3 a. m. 
permission, at the night,'clubs. After 
a short drive to Grant’s ‘tomb, the 
AVERAGE college man would be “be­
sieged by reporters,” and in short 
time we’d have the following notices:
“For several years I was run-down 
and in poor health. My complexion 
and my grades were equally bad. But 
now that I have taken four cases of 
Sockem Malt products, my troubles 
have vanished.”
“I .funked in Public Speaking three 
times, and thought that my career 
as a politician would be ruined. A 
friend recommended Rolled Old cigar­
ettes, and I 
use by the college man. After smok­
ing a truck-load, I finally received a 
I) in Public Speaking.
“When I  visited President Cool- 
idge at the ' White House and had 
lunch with .Him, I was greatly im­
pressed by his sincerity,” John Smith, 
the AVERAGE COLLEGE MAN told 
reporters today. “He means every­
thing lie says, and he doesn't talk 
much.” He also informed .reporters 
that he had received a wire from 
Alma Mater, college stating that he, 
the Average College Man, had flunked 
out.”
I There isn’t  a date in sight 
She- packs her bag.
And Tuesday’s Kaimin 
says:—
------------------- , of Podunk, spent
The week-end visiting 
With her parents. 
Blah!
TO AN UNKNOWN GIRL 
Last night I dreamed,
Of peaks, silver in the moonlight, 
Of life and love,
And in my dreams I was returning, 
Like the homing dove.
Last night I dreamed—
But in the dull, dead morning,
Forlorn and'blue,
I thought to cease my futile dream­
ing,
Then I saw you!
Again I  dreamed,
As I  watched the glory of your eyes, 
Your soft silk hair—
And heard the silver cadence of your 
voice
heartily endorse their I How could I dare?
I thought I  could to my philosophy 
hold true
Last night I dreamed, todhy I dream 
of you!
H. L. G.
IN C A S E  Y O U  HAVEN’T 
HEARD THIS ANNOUNCE­
MENT BEFORE:
You ’ are hereby notified that 
contributions' to this column arc 
accepted with joy and rejoicing. 
(Signed)
, By WOOZLE BIRD 
In person.
THE YOUNG LADY 
ACROSS THE WAY
Keenan, Margaret Adele .............33
Adams. Barkes L IS
Lennes, J. Burr ---- ......—
Liuville. George DcWayneJ Malvern. Ermel ................
j Maury, Elizabeth F .........
i Mumm. Hazel Margaret .....
J Owsley. Donald G..............
J Williams, Shirley Boyd ....
Woods. Franklin Alvis----
...33
...33
...33
...33
...S3
...33
...33
...33
Dobrovolny, Bertha .....................38
Donaldson. Walter E. -—................. .-38
Edward8. Esther ...... .— ......... 38
FitzGerndl, Joseph Harold-----.*..38
Lett), Helen Raymei* -38
McArthur, Josephine E...................  .38
Merritt. Russel Iceland ----- v...;..3S
Johnson, Alice E---- .. ,̂.—*..37
FAY COUEY TALKS
| Fay Coney gave^a talk before .the 
| Biology club Wednesday afternoon 
on **The Influence of the Thyroid 
I Gland in the Development-of . the
.. We asked . the young lady across 
the way if her father used the loose 
leaf ledger system at his office and 
she^aid mercy no. ’ he always -bought
Body J tjie best.oi everythin]
SHEARED HUMOR 
Bum: “Madam, I  don’t know where 
my next meal is coming from.” 
Woman: “Well,' this is no informa­
tion bureau.” ;
*» —Hillsdale Collegian.
No doubt General . Snndino was 
greatly relieved when Secretary Kel­
logg and President Coolidge reiterated
‘NOT ANOTHER ONE OF THOSE 
WILD FAIRY TALES 
Two-score co-eds descended the 
trolley steps in front of the First 
j National, and jumped from leaping 
I Lenas that were parked near the 
I Wilma. You guessed it, it was Ili- 
.J:nx night. Two-score co-eds present­
ed two-score tickets, and trotted 
gaily in.
They comprised • the strongest 
female tong on the campus, and as 
they crushed through the main entry, 
j fluttered protectingly around their 
rmost precious pledge, a recent ac- 
i quisition, who was more beautiful 
I than she was good. More popular than 
j any freshman has a right to be; the 
ifraternity boys gave her a .big rush, 
| so the strongest female tong, not to 
be outdone, hung the iron and paint, 
j and acclaimed the freshman’s honor 
I with kisses from, all the actives and 
I alums.
I Any girl worth their while, should 
I be wort h a big razz, in their opinion, 
land the actives were anxious.that 
their little Eva should not <take the 
foolishness of Hi-Jinx too severely. 
After all, a heavy-razz would reflect 
honor and glory upon the chapter that 
I had. pledged such- a jewel.
LAFF.
LAFFER.
LAFFEST.
“Mulligan! 
“Mulligan!”
Where the hell is Mulligan?
A wild gorlfia strangles mil­
lionaire—kidnaps sleeping
beauty—Whole town fear 
stricken—Police helpless—
MULLIGAN AND 
GARRITY— .
Those two ALLEGED 
detectives, will take 
you right into his hid­
ing place—let you 
meet him face to face! 
Your teeth will 
ttart chattering 
— your heart 
will stop beat­
ing. It’s the 
kind of a pic­
ture that puts 
the wear and 
tear on your 
Ufunnybono!
with
Charlie 
Murray
and
Fred Kelsey
SATURDAY-SUNHAY 
at the 
BLUEBIRD
University Specials
Suggest New Dresses
W ere Ready-—
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Donohue’s Under­
stand—has antici­
pated her slightest 
wish with, many 
lovely new dresses.
$16.50 up
Lovelier than ever 
before will be your 
verdict when you 
see t h e s e  n e w  
dresses.
<M M
C O M P A W y ]  1 j j g j j g
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Paris Fashion Monitor 
Explains Perfume Use
BY YORA
“Um-m-m, that’s bad,” muttered
Lucien Lelong as he reached to re-1 ,
I____lL. L._Jt____r . .  » j , , i they
Dinner Dance
Members of Sigma Chi will be hosts
at a dinner dance at the Missoula [cover the handkerchief I  had dropped. 
Country club this evening. Oliver *It was my second interview at the 
Malm’s band will furnish the music Paris establishment of the well- 
far dancing. The chaperones will be, known dressmaker and perfumer. , gj 
Major and Mrs. Crank Milburn; Prof- Every time I entered the artis tic '0 8 -  
easor and Mrs. £}. A. Atkinson, Dean ground floor saloon devoted to the
[display of perfumes and beauty pre­
parations a dozen questions pertinent 
! to their use demanded an immediate I
“But where does perfume belong 
I if not on a handkerchief?** I question- 
led.
“You will find that most women 
[use it in sports, a daub just before 
I going out for the evening, a drop on 
their hair, a touch behind the cars 
. . but that only proves that 
are amateurs and have not 
learned how to apply it,” explained 
M. Lelong.
“Instead, lingerie should be gener-
eves of a house, or to a pole. The 
standard aerial of this kind is 30 
feet long, although it may be made 
of greater* length.
Madison, Wis.—(IP)—Entranced, 
without doubt, by the stories of stu­
dent. record flying lessons, Winston 
Krntz, *2S, of the University of Wis­
consin is thinking better of his recent 
solo flight.
Kratz had been taught to fly in 
a few hours by the Madison Airport.
success, Kratz re-
Beware, Eds
“Dirty Sockettes” Reveals 
Your Red Past
versity of Wi 
two years in 
buried this ip< 
dared itself d
on Kin, dead for over 
•eality, was formally 
th when the body de­
rived.
give the co-eds 
few' dates.
oe to make
dious creati
and Mrs. Burly Miller and Professor 
Frederick Scheuch.
Gladys Stevens, Winifred and Mary 
Fierce, Corvallis, were formally 
pledged Sigma Kappa, Wednesday 
evening.
sprayed with the perfume. The 
| odor of a good essence will last for Enthused by his 
several days and improve by its con- turned to the port the other day, and 
j tact with fine silk. Never apply it to j without seeking permission started 
any frock except one made of wool-[out with one of the planes, and was
successful in making a clean landing 
on the ice of Lake Mendota. Taking
and What had I — ......... ... .......................  — i bis fraternity brother, Fred M. Fur-
9  r tKo nf they be Plum ed-?? I inquired, eager | bank, ’31, into the cockpit with him,
en material. In that case use a gener- answer. ... - . „
», . , -r | , , . . .  , I ous quantity of the fragrance.”But here I had clumsily dropped my .. . . . . . ,  „. . . .  , toT . , , i “And what about furs? Should
handkerchief and . . hat bar
M. Lelong said? I  looked at the of
Eleanor Farrel was a dinner guest 
at the Alpha Phi house yesterday.
The annual Inter-Fraternity dance 
will be held at the Winter Garden this 
evening.
Ben McNair, ex. z:*99 is a campus 
visitor this week. He was a dinner 
guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa house 
last night.
Prowlers are
eavesdroppers are worse. As a 
muffled whispering came through the j 
[locked doors of a certain room in a 
I certain building on the campus, a 
| man came along and stopped-to lis­
ten to the noise. I t  was evident that 
{behind the doors some “dirt” had been 
collected and was now being assorted. 
[They were not men's voices—there- 
j fore it was not a Ili-Jinx session. I 
I The person stopped looking through 
the keyhole and then, there was aI ,
again, but about 50 i silence from within for he had stepped
The second anmial “step-week” will j 
be held at Jamestown college this j 
year. The purpose of “step-week” is j
iimlrU
igston
to give the 
from a skins
im
:he gi
inee to refrain 
for dates anc
ts at the University at 
, Ontario, painted the street 
■ and painted the school let- 
tho sides of the cars. Now 
threatens to sue the Univer- 
$1,000.
fendine handkerchief I t  was a re s -!for m0re sccret8 hilhc.rt0 re8ervc<] for j |,e started out
pectable white linen 'square bpr dcr ed,h? Pa, f j ™ ’ . .  r foot up the plane ducked, and tumbled j on a squeaky board. As he sneaked 
in blue (a purchase made last spring , ^  '  T " *  . V  f  i0 ‘ ‘ Furba,,k is 8tiU in ^  »»«enng started aga.n
with my text book rebate at the uni- lo“e' „  * /  1  r l'” h°Sl,,tal- and Kra,z is thinkinS <>"r | Every now and then be voices would
. . .  v strengthen and improve a fine per- {his osoanade ; cease and the people m the roomversity cooperative store.) i ,  m. . ___ . , • , j. . | - , , ( „„ _ fume. The fragrance, m return, re- -------- • would listen for further sounds of theWhat s bad about it? I question- . , _. , . . _  .. , , ,. moves the unpleasant animal odor of The 192b Kynewsibook, annual at eavesdropper,
cd.
Kathleen McGrAth and Helen Dal- 
berg were dinner guests at the Alpha 
Xi Delta house yesterday.
Kappa Sigma announces the initia- ling.for a reply.
‘‘F irst of all a
“It’s perfumed,” replied the famous 
monitor of Paris fashion.
“Of course, and with Lelong ‘B’,” | 
I  rejoined proudly. - , *
“A total waste,” asserted M. Lelong. 
“Don’t  you know there are reasons 
why j*du should never perfume your 
handkerchief ”
He must have noticed my amaze- 
i ment; for he continued without wait-
the pelt.
Lozella Burkett had Margnrette 
Wentz as dinner guest at Corbin hall 
Wednesday.
tion of David Tucker.
Freshman, and sophomore Home 
Economic’s majors jwili be the guests 
of Miss Helen G)eason and Miss Anne 
Platt at the fqrmer’4 . home at the 
Iluinble apartments, .this .evening.
|  Mrs. J. A. Rudd Vas the guest of 
‘Mrs. F. R.. Turner at Corbin hall last 
evening.
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Clapp and Dean 
Scdman were dinner guests at Cor­
bin hall, Wednesday. Dr. Clapp gave 
a fiflk following the dinner.
Miss Mary Laux was a dinner guest 
of Gertrude -Jacquith at Corbin hall, 
Wednesday.
perfume never ex­
hales its proper odor until twenty- 
four hours after it has been sprayed. 
By that time your handkerchief has 
been discarded, and ihe true essence 
of the perfume lost. Furthermore, the 
laundry soap used to wash, your hand­
kerchief kills the delicate scent of the 
perfume, and it is restored to your 
bureau drawer, clean but unper­
fumed.”
I thought of the sentiment attached 
by my mother’s generation to a party 
“hankie” of lace, and its accompany­
ing odor of violet .' . . a senti­
ment now banished, by this practical, 
modern perfume, philosopher. My 
father still kept such an intimate 
memento, now frail with age 
away in Ills black ebony curio chest
Fraternities at the University qf 
Southern California have been in­
structed by the administration, to 
have housemothers.
Other Campuses
Lawrence, Kan.— (IP)—A vertical 
type radio aerial, involving a new 
principle, has been invented by Dins- 
rnore Alter, professor in the depart­
ment of astronomy a t the University 
of Kansas, and is now being manu­
factured in the professor’s private 
workshop.
The new aerial consists of six in­
sulated^ wires and a seventh wire en­
closed within a small cable which 
serves as a central receiving member. 
The seven wires are strung vertically 
and parallel on wooden separators 
tucked [and the complete unit may be a t­
tached to a board protruding from the
the University of Denver, may be This was a very serious occasion 
done away with for this year. The because the 1928 Edition of “Dirty 
authorities state that the students Sockettes” was being prepared for 
lack interest in the year book and publication to be sold Jan. 28 at the 
so far have not signed for enough I Wilma theater, 
copies. | I t  will soon be off the press—“Eds”
-  —  - -v I beware—whether you have prowled
Students at Oklahoma staged a rc-lor not 'you will be featured—Bring 
volution a few weeks ago. The strike your dimes to Hi-Jinx and find out 
was called for the matter of regulat-1 what the co-eds think of'you! Co-eds
ing dates. The students demanded that 
they have dates every evening anc; 
all day Sunday and that Friday and 
Saturday night dances last until 
midnight.
—bring your money and get the real 
low-down on the boy friend!
Madison, Wis.—(IP)—The men’ 
student government body, at the Uni-
* where savings are greatest
23-125-127-129 East Main St. Missoula, Mont.
Chiffon Sheer
Hosiery for Women
Fine, clear, exquisite chiffon hose-r-full fashioned. 
A selection of fashionable colors. They are splendid 
wearing and good looking at a  low price of • *
Ain't It a Grand and Glorious Peelin'? By BRIGGS
w m ew  you  g e t  a  ” t r a f f i c
K \ S S  AMD FOUR D |S L o c/\T eD  R iBS
Adele Place, ’26, was a guest tof 
her aunt, Mrs. Albert Raymer, Alpha 
Phi housemother, the first of the 
week.
Alpha Tau Omega anhounces the 
initiation of Ray James, Hamilton 
and Clarence Wohl, Butte.
Marion Schroeder was the dinner 
guest of Charlotte Rolls a t Cprbin 
hall yesterday.
Program committee of the Front*!! 
club will meet today at 4 o'clock in 
Room 10 of the Law building.
GEORGE LEROUX, 
President.
Looking Back
ONE YEAR AGO 
Montana Kuimin has acquired two 
new news services. The Intercolle­
giate Press is a recent addition to 
college news, services and its pur­
pose is to give a summary of the 
.happenings of a ll , the colleges and 
•universities in the United States. The 
other news service is the Pacific 
Coast Conference Press association. 
Only, members of the Pacific Coast 
■conference arc allowed membership in 
this service.
TIarold “Gus” Reely has been ap­
pointed manager of Varsity Vodvil 
which will be held March 9. L
COMING SUNDAY 
r Don’t Even Think of 
Missing
“Chang”
A> mighty motion picture 
filmed in the jungles of 
Siam
It is the talk of 
the theatrical 
season
Presented with our per­
sonal guarantee
AMD DOC STEVEMS GIVES TOO 
Aw ADHESIVE PLASTER UWD6R5HIRT 
AMD A FRIENDLY WARNING
You' d b e t t e r  lav o f f
C I6 A R E T T 6 S  FOR A WHILE 
iF  You cough it-Is  <501106 
T o  Be. VERY PAIWFUL
— auS> a f t e r  t h e  C ig a r e t t e  box  
t e m p t e d  You F d r - fou r  lokxs
SM OKELESS X>AVS----- .
R i b s  o r  n o
r v e  4aOT To
iMOKE
Um.iv. u
•A HE -P o l ly a m m a  E n t e r s  
w i t h  G l a d  t i d i n g s  -
When your best trousers 
are out of press 
just when you want 
to look your best— 
that’s when you wish 
for a $37.50 Two- 
Trouser Suit from
G e e !  i'da d y im g
I FOR A CIG.ARETT0, 
- Bu t  Th e  Do c t o r  
SAY3 I f  W/ILL. Y 
l MAKE ME OOvJ6H
HAVE An  Ot-D 
GOLD —' NOT A 
Cough inj a 
CARLOAD J *
~  AMD, Trembling, You take  
The  BUS c h a n c e  A niD find  
You'r e  t a k in g  n p  Cham c s s
AT AL-U
Direction W. A. Simons
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SIX YEARS AGO - 
The election of a Yell King will be 
held next Wednesday. The only peti­
tion for the office received so far is 
that of William Hughes who is hold­
ing the office temporarily.
Plans are complete for the Forestry 
ball. This year the dance will be held 
in Union hall as the gymnasium is 
not largd enough to accommodate the 
crowd. The Forestry Kaimin will be 
published April 1, according to plans 
made at a forestry meeting last night.
“Silver Tip” and “The Grizzly” 
ere two of the names suggested for 
the new comic, magazine which is to 
be published at the University soon. 
A year's subscription will be given 
for the best name submitted.
STUDENTS
We offer special rental rates 
on all makes of typewriters.
ftaaca^
Sigma Nu fraternity won the first 
hockey game on the city rink Sun­
day.
About seventy-five couples attended 
the Inter-fraternity formal given M 
the Union hall, Friday evening.
224 X. Higgins Ave. 
Phone 2457
TWELVE YEARS AGO 
Two new Greek letter fraternities 
have organized on the University 
campus. One it Delta Rho and the 
other is Alpha Delta Alpha.
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Look for the Bns and 
Yellow Cabs 
PHONE 2166
"The Sm oother an d B etter Cigarette
....  n o t  a  c o u g h  i n  a  c a r l o a d
© 1928. P. Lon
Valentines
McKay Art Co.
The
Florence Hotel
Considerate attention and 
service in our 
Dining room and 
guest rooms
It. B. MacNAB, Prop.
Master Cleaner & Dyer
We insure against loss by fire 
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING l
ABSOLUTELY
ODORLESS
i-Hour Service Phone 218G
Eyes Examined
GLASSES FITTED 
Lenses Duplicated 
No Delays
Borg Jewelry & Jewelry 
Company
Thirty-six freshmen were pledged 
by four fraternities and three sorori­
ties. The number is lower this year 
due to low scholarship, primarily.
Miss Gertrude Btickhous, Univer­
sity librarian, has returned from a 
trip to the eastern coast where she 
has investigated the library systems 
in many towns.
The drooping weeping Willow tree 
Sobs o’er the grave of James McFee: 
He went to Chicago on a bust..
Now, I ask you" Confidentially, is this 
just?
JACKSONS BAKERY
Lunch Room
Chicken Noodles and Sandwiches
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M ONEY!
It Buys More at the
High School Candy Shop j
GOOD EATS 
at
WEDGWOOD’S CAFE
Quick Service
A Different Eating Place
Coffee Parlor Cafe
Ice Cream and Refreshing 
Drinks
VALENTINES
Sweetheart, mother, dad, sister, brother, 
lc  to §1.00. Real knockouts.
THE OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
Farley Company
GROCERIES AND 
MERCHANDISE
601 Woody
OLD COLLEGE CHUMS 
Meet at
THE BLUE PARROT 
“Speaks for itself”
COLUMBIA RECORD
RUTH ETTING
Sings.“The Song is Ended— (Bat 
the Melody Lingers On.)”
No. 1196
SMITH’S DBUti STORE 
— - 1 -  1 "
■  ■■■
Lou’s Cigar Store
for
A Cool Refreshing Drink
Everything for the Smoker' 
, .
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TRIM POLY 4010  29; 
WILL PLAY AGAIN TONIGHT
Frosli Second .String Played 
Most of Game; Rohlffs 
High Point Man
Playing before ft handful of stu­
dents and townspeople, the Cub bas­
ketball team trimmed the Billings 
Polytechnic squad 40 to 29 in their 
game last night. Coach Adams used 
liis second string most of the game. 
The first quarter onded with the 
frosh on the big end of n 29 to 9 
score. The Cubs will meet the Poly 
again tonight in. the University gym.
Rohlffs High Scorer 
Billy Rohlffs was high score man 
for the evening chalking np 11 points 
in the 15 minutes that he played. 
Lockwood showed up well a t center, 
using his height to ft gOod advantage 
in taking the ball off of the back- 
board for another try at the hoop.
The Poly quint started out slow the 
first half and seemed to he dead on 
their feet. Wild passes and fumbles 
were numerous and coat the Billings 
boys more than one basket. During 
the last half, they rallied and led by
Heffern and Young came within six
points of tieing the 
The score:
score At 33 all.
CUBS— FG FT PF
Rohlffs f. ....... ...... ......4 3 2
Gilson f ................. ......3 0 0
Cooper f ........— .... .......3 1 2
Lindy f .............. . ......0 0 0
Lockwood c .......... ......2 0 0
Bell c ______ .:.....:......8 O 1
Thrailkill g ............. ......e 0 1
Krough g .... ............... t O 0
Itathert g ..... ..............0 0 0
Carey g ----- ------- ..... .3 0 0
Davis f ...... .......... ......O 0 0
BILLINGS POLY— FG FT PF
Fief fern f . ............ ......5 O 1
Young f ................. 0 1
Janney c ........ ;..... 3 1 1
CJiacHviek g .............. ......1 0 0
Aihwood g ............... ...... 0 0 1
Fast Games Feature 
Inter-Church Series
First round victors in the Inter 
church league tournament were the' 
Episcopalians, Disciples, and Congre- 
gationalists. The Episcopalians took 
a fast and furious battle, 16-13, from 
the Presbyterians yesterday afternoon 
after trailing, 9-8, a t half time. 
“Shorty” Huber and LeRoux were 
tied for high point honors with eight 
markers apiece. Huber played with 
the losers and LeRoux with the win­
ners. ‘
Wednesday evening the Newman 
club lost to the Disciples, 15-10, with 
Mutt Mowatt ringing up 9 counters. 
The Congregationalists, displaying the 
best scoring combination so far, 
knocked over the Methodists, 21-9.
The next round of the tourney will 
be held next week. The drawings for 
opponents have not yet been made.
STUNTS HERE HELP
Oberlin, Ohio.—(*IP)—Sport road­
sters as a substitute for Phi Beta 
Kappa keys as scholarship awards 
rvv >re sugosted by Professor John \Vol- 
f -ndeu, of Oxford-, England, for five 
months a professor of chemistry 
here. He declared that not enough 
incentive is given to students in this 
country to strive for scholastic 
honors.
E. S. Sftyter, assistant director of 
the All-American Pharmacy headquar­
ters project, will address the mem­
bers of the Pharmacy school on the 
progress of the undertaking next 
week.
Plan to Erect Building 
According to "Dean C. E. Mollett, 
it is planned to erect a building in 
which the work 'of all pharmaceutical 
organizations will be unified. At pre­
sent such organizations are doing 
work which might be accomplished in 
a more economical and efficient man­
ner if coordinated in a system similar 
to the American Medical headquarters 
in Chicago.
At a meeting last July pharmacists 
chose Washington, D. C. as the na­
tional headquarters.
The building will, contain the of- 
| fices of the various organizations as 
well as unified departments for re­
search, education and publicity.
I $600,000 Voluntary Subscriptions 
The project outlines an appropria­
tion of one million dollars of which 
$600,000 have been raised by volun­
tary subscription. Pharmacy students 
at the university and pharmacists 
I throughout the state have contributed 
| liberally to the project, according to 
Dean Mollett. So far the students 
have given $J,200.
FACULTY ACTIVITY TICKET
Faculty representation to stu­
dent activities has come to the 
attention of the Athletic Board. 
Undoubtedly better campus spirit 
would result from an increased in­
terest of faculty members in stu­
dent activities. A mistaken diffi­
culty seems to be prevalent In that 
the faculty are required to pay 
regular admission. Instead, the 
faculty members are entitled to 
purchase the $5 quarterly activity 
ticket, thus entitling them to all 
benefits there accruing, or faculty 
members may purchase the $2.50 
athletic ticket allowing admission 
to varsity games. Athletic tickets 
may be purchased at the ASUM 
offices by the faculty for the re­
maining basketball games at the 
regular price of $2.50.
O----------------------
Ten Men Accompany Coach 
Stewart on Western 
Invasion
Missoula Gives Good 
Support to Grizzly 
Basketball Gontests
Mike Thomas Tells 
of Fee Distribution
That Missoula townspeople aTe 
supporting the University basketball 
team this year may be drawn from 
the fact that there were 560 paid ad­
missions at the University-State Col­
lege game Monday night. This num­
ber consisted, however, of men, wom­
en and children, so that total admis­
sions were $521.25. According to in­
formation from the office of the 
auditor and student organizations, 
$350 was budgeted for the Grizzly- 
Bobcat game, which shows that the 
team is getting ‘better support than 
was expected at the beginning of the 
year. Expenses were $130.92.
Approximately 1,550 people, in­
cluding students, attended the game, 
and this is the largest crowd that has 
ever attended a basketball game on 
the University campus.
SIOUX INDIAN CHIEF 
SAILS FOR EUROPE
Minneapolis, Minn. — (IF)—Chal­
lenging the claim of the University of 
Cincinnati for the champion student 
flyer, the University of Minnesota 
brings forth the record of George A. 
MacDonald, mechanical engineering, 
’27, who broke all records of the 
Naval Reserve Corps in learning to 
fly in three hours and 40 minutes. The 
incident occurred at the Great Lakes 
training station during the summer of 
1924 while MacDonald was training 
for his commission as ensign in the 
Naval Reserves.
After the short lesson flight Mac­
Donald. who is vice-president of the 
] Mohawk Aircraft Co., of Minneapolis, 
j flew for two hours with a safety pilot 
in a solo flight.
In 1925. Mr. MacDonald received 
bis commission as ensign in the Naval 
I Reserve Corps aviation division. -
Dr. Charles Alexander Eastman, 
Sioux Indian chieftain and the world’s 
greatest authority on Indian law and 
history, sailed Jan. 21 for England, j 
where he will spend^two months lec­
turing to school children on the prob- < 
lem of the relationship of the Indian j 
and the white man.
Dr. Eastman’s avowed aim is to 
further the cause of world peace by 
giving a portrayal of the aims, ideals, 
and philosophy of the Indian prior 
to his contact with the white man. j 
In this way he hopes to pave the way 
for better understanding between 
England and America.
As an illustration of bis point he 
will discuss the admirable relationship 
between the Jesuit missionaries and 
the Indians, which resulted from an 
effort on the part of both races to 
understand each other.
Dr. Eastman was born in Redwood 
Falls, Minn., and was the son of 
Many Lightnings, a Santee Sioux. He 
graduated from Dartmouth College 
in 1887, and obtained an M. D. degree 
at Boston university three years later. 
His knowledge of medicine enabled 
him to fill successfully the position of 
government physician at Pine Ridge 
Academy and Inter at Crows Creek, 
S. I). For years he represented this 
tribe as attorney at Washington, and 
served as United States Indian in­
spector under President Coolidge. *
Coach Jim Stewart, Manager Wal­
lace Blue and ten members of the 
Varsity squad left yesterday morning 
for games with Idaho and W. S. C., 
tonight and tomorrow. Although the 
Idaho team has lost all three of its 
conference games, any team which 
beats it on its own floor has to be 
20 or 25 points better than the Van­
dals. The gymnasium is a small, pill­
box affair, with the spectators seated 
close to the bounds all around. 
Grizzlies Handicapped by Injuries
Montana, with all the members of 
the team in shape, could be figured 
to cop the battle, even with' the home 
floor jinx against them, but Kain, 
Chinske, Rankin and Lewis are all 
somewhat under the weather. Kain 
has not completely recovered from 
the illness that bothered him during 
th Aggie game, while Chinske’s eye 
is bloodshot and swollen from the 
blow it received. Lewis’s hand is still 
in a bandage, and Rankin has been 
bothered with a pain in his side.
Vandals Coached by Dick Fox
The Idaho squad is coached this 
year by Dick Fox, one of ,'the Fox 
brothers who made the Vandals a 
super-team five or six years ago. He 
is somewhat more fortunate than 
Montana in the matter of veterans 
in his team, having several of last 
year’s men back. Montana has less 
veterans than any team in the con­
ference, with joint captains, and only 
regulars having previous college bas­
ketball experience.
Darwin Burgher, center of giant 
dimensions, was a star at his posi­
tion last year. Harold S to well and 
Frank McMillan, forwards, are the 
only sophomores on the team. They 
played for Fox when he coached 
Pocatello high school, and he liked 
.their style enough to take them to 
Idaho with him.
George Green and Glenn Jacoby, 
who have performed before Montana I 
fans, are the veterans looking after | 
the back court. The two substitutes 
forwards are also veterans, having i 
played with the Vandals for two sea- i 
sons.
Tile same lineup will be used to - 1  
morrow that started against -the , 
Aggies, if Rankin’s side and Lewis’s 
hand permit. Chinske and Overturf | 
will be at forward, Kain 
while Rule, Wendt, llrown 
two Millers will be funrshing reserve 
strength.
By MIKE THOMAS 
Ed. Note—This is a third of a series 
of articles to appear in The Kalinin 
dealing with the expenditure of stu­
dent funds.
Seattle, Wash.—(IP)—Four hun­
dred and ninety-nine students were 
flunked out of the University of 
Washington at the end of the fall 
quarter. This is the largest number 
ever kicked out of the institution and 
comprised approximately six and one 
half per cent of the total enrollment.
“Galoshes” must be worn 1/y the, 
basketball team at Ohio Wesleyan 
university. Besides protecting the 
players from cold they are used un­
der the theory that after wearing the 
heavy overshoes the change to light 
basketball shoes enhances the foot­
work of the team.
—The Evergreen—W. S. C.
Providence, R. I.—(IP )—Because 
it believes that' the Women’s college 
of the Brown University should “not 
suffer in any way from connection by 
name with the very university of 
which it is an integral part,” the 
Brown Daily Herald is advocating 
that the name of the women’s institu-1 
tion be changed to “Pembroke Col- J 
lege- in Brown Uhiversity.” The pre­
sent name, according to the Herald, 
leads ’ the public to believe that 
Brown is a eo-educational institution, 
which it is not.
In last week’s article, an 
was made to explain the apportion­
ment of $2.50 of the $5 ASUM fee 
which each student pays. The ASUM j 
fee is authorized by the State Board j 
of Education at the request of the 
students. If at any time the students 
wish for good and proper reasons 
to increase this fee to correspond 
with the activity fee in most of the 
schools of the Coast conference no 
doubt the State Board of Education 
would allow it. I  will now tell how 
the remaining $2.50 which goes fdr j 
athletics is expended.
$2.50 Goes for Sports 
The four major sports in which 
the University participates are sup­
ported by 50 per qgut of the ASUM 
fee, $2.50 from each student. Foot­
ball, basketball, track, and baseball 
depend entirely for their support on 
income derived frpin the student fees, 
gate receipts here in Missoula, and 
guarantees on games away from 
home.
The student fees collected during 
the fall quarter are for football. The 
students are entitled to attend all I 
Varsity home games and the Aggie j 
game in Butte. The cost for n person 
who is not a student to attend these 
games amounts to about $7.00; where­
as, a student gets to see them for 
$2.50.
I Fee Money Insufficient for Needs 
The money from fees is not enough 
to pay for the equipment, so we see 
I that our entire athletic schedule is 
dependent} upon income from the 
other two sources, above named. 
Football is the only sport , which 
makes money, basketball just about 
pay8 for itself, and the other two 
sports lose money. Most of the money 
to carry on the entire year’s program 
| must be made during football sea- 
J son. Our local gate receipts do not 
help as most of the home gomes re- 
I suit in financial losses, therefore it 
is necessary to get good games away 
from home which will pay us a good 
guarantee.
As you know, we are members of 
at center ! the Pacific Coast conference, the 
and the j fastest conference in the country, as 
is proven by its teams which compete 
i with teams of other conferences, and 
its rules demand that a certain sched­
ule be adhered to. ' Thus far we have 
been able to comply with these rules. 
It has often been said, “Where does
The question for debate at the 
first meeting of the debate society at 
I McGill university was “Resolved, that 
attempt among social institutions nothing 
stands higher in usefulness than the 
art of drinking tea.”
Waxes Poetic 
Over Favorite 
Tobacco
“A  Prescription9 9
Have you ever noticed 
right after a meal 
How tired and lazy 
you always feel?
I’m telling you folks 
it isn’t a joke.
It will freshen you up .
if 3’ou try a good smoke.
But Whatever you do
these lines you must heed,
. There’s a certain tobacco 
of course, that you need.
It's packed in a  tin,
the tin’s colored blue.
Not only the smoking
but the chewing kind too.
\  Of course if you never -
are bothered this way,
Just keep the prescription 
for some other day.
Ask for tobacco,
the best that’s on earth;
To shorten the story,
just call it “Edgeworth.” 
Chas. J. Butler 
% Owensboro, Ky.
Feb. 2, 1927 a
l E d g e w o r t h
Extra High Grade
| Smoking Tobacco
the money go?” Next week’s article 
will attempt to detail the income and 
expense and explain The purposes of 
the expenditures.
Cambridge, Mass.—(IP)—Harvard 
is planning to use motion pictures in 
its classrooms as a means of visual 
education.
Palo Alto, Cal.— (IP)—Dr. Otto H. 
Peltzer, holder of ‘the world’s record 
of 1.51 3-5 in the half-mile run, re ­
cently took a turn around the cinder 
track here. Dr. Peltzer, who is a 
teacher of history and geography at 
Wickersdof junior college, Germany, 
is touring the United States as a stu­
dent of economic conditions. He will 
represent Germany in the Olympic 
events next summer.
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Toronto, Ont.—(IP)—At the first 
annual meeting of the newlv formed 
National Federation of Canadian Uni­
versity students, held here recently, 
the most important matter considered 
j was that of the exchange of under - 
graduates by the Canadian universi- 
jties.
As adopted by the convention, the 
| plan is to have each univers5ty plan 
to receive several students from other 
universities without charging them 
aiiv tuition, the idea being to aid un­
dergraduate bodies and the universi­
ties themselves in becoming familiar 
I with each other.
New Silk Dresses
Advanced Spring Models 
at a Very Low Price
assented to the plan.
SPO R T SP U R T S
of Oregon now holds n track meet similar to the Montana 
All the Oregon high schools, numbering more than 250,-1 
he number of athletes, competing, is considerably smaller | 
than here. The affair is a relay carnival with special track and field events ! 
oti the same plan as the University of Washington relay carnival.
Univers 
11 terscholust ie. 
ate invited but
Standings in the northern division of the Pacific Coast conference at i 
present leave the Grizzlies in the 1000 column, with none lost. Washington, 
Oregon a ml O.A.C. have each won two, Montana has won one and Idaho j 
has dropped- three, while W.8.C. has lost all of its four contests.
Big Jim Pinkerton, elongated center of the O.A.C. squad for the last two 
seasons, has not enrolled in school there for this semester. The percentage 
system of the Beavers will have a lower rate of interest without this big 
boy.
Washington State college’s tourney, which corresponds to the “M” club 
tournament here, taken the form of a smoker. It was held this week at 
the Pullman school, with 10 members of the boxing class furnishing the j 
amusement.
Freshmen! Where's that otess spirit we heard so much about last quar­
ter? Seme of it might be shown a t  the garnet tonight aad tomorrow. It 
waa oortainly lacking as far as attendance was concerned last night.
A Great New Selection of 
Authentic Spring: Styles
The smartest lines and 
color effects—authentic 
favorites for the advance 
spring season are to be 
found here—a collection 
that cannot fail to please 
the most discriminating 
shopper. Dresses for 
dinner, afternoon, 
street
Dedicedly low priced too
Dr y  Go o d s  Co
Hi-Jinx
SEATS |
Sold Out
FOR YOUR PARTY 
Try Our
Blue Bird 
Fruit Punch
Bowl and Glasses 
Loaned
MAJESTIC CANDY 
AND
BEVERAGE CO. 
Phone 3352 
Distributor Hoffman’s 
Chocolates
■  Missoula Cleaners a 
H and Dyers B
a  We Clean and Dye m 
Everything from -  
A to Z
* 612 South Higgins Ave. * 
m Phone 3463 • [
r  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  ■  ■  ■  ■ !
Fine herringbone weave 
— latest models — satin 
trimmed.
Fancy Silk Finish
Tux Oxfords
$5
Freeman, good grade
Button Back'
Tux Shirts
$ 3
Latest BowTies 
and Collars
BEST OF ALL
DERBYS
$ 5|
Latest Styles
Other Tuxedos 
$35
Finest Quality
For Semi-Formal Affairs 
We Recommend Our
York Blue
This is a fine unfinished 
dark blue double breast 
suit—silk lined coat and 
vest. ;< >
Call and See These at
The Toggery
Men’s Style Center
